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CompositionCloud is an abstract rhizomatic space containing different
ideas to be used in modular ways to create art, mostly in the realms of
sound and music, but not necessarily.

This is how I describe CompositionCloud in a single sentence. An earlier def-
inition, “a virtual space for storing, processing, and sharing (compositional)
ideas”, was given in the first post I published on ccloudblog (a blog about
CompositionCloud, created to give access to its digital content)1, “the con-
ceptual framework”.2 The reason the adjective compositional is placed in
parentheses is that ideas in CompositionCloud are not limited to the conven-
tional conception of compositional ideas, that is, to notes written on staves,
but can be basically anything, including found objects, musical instruments,
drawings, texts, videos, computer programs, etc.3 The expression “a virtual
space for storing, processing, and sharing ...” refers to the virtual spaces
currently used ubiquitously for storing, processing, and sharing data, clouds.
Of course, clouds in this context are metaphors as well. Historically, the
origin of this term goes back to how network engineers graphically repre-

∗An earlier version of this text was translated into German by composer Jakob Ullmann
and published under the title “Austausch und gemeinsame Nutzung von Ideen” in Musik-
Texte 152, the February 2017 issue of the new music magazine MusikTexte. This English
version is the result of a revision made after an email correspondence with composer James
Saunders.

1See https://ccloudblog.com.
2See https://ccloudblog.com/2015/09/20/the-conceptual-framework/.
3Note that the lack of conventional compositional ideas in CompositionCloud, does not

stem from an ideological negation of conventional music (moreover, conventional compo-
sitional ideas may find their way into it in the future), but rather from my interest in
forms that encourage multi- and intermediality, amateur (though not necessarily novice)
art-making, and active participation and collaboration.
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sented large unknown networks in their network designs.4 While all other
devices and connections in a network were described in great detail, when
information was sent to or received from the Internet, the exact destination
or source was unclear. It was cloudy. The Internet has also other cloud-like
characteristics: it is a network of networks made up of highly distributed
and densely interconnected particles (hence, resembling also the structure of
a rhizome), and it has an amorphous shape that is constantly changing.5

CompositionCloud ’s concept of the cloud draws on all of these connota-
tions: it is a container, an abstract space to be filled with interrelated ideas,
a work in progress having the form of an ever-changing conglomeration, a
rhizome in the state of constant flux. What follows is a text that aims to
give readers an impression of how CompositionCloud works, how it is com-
municated, and what it is as a whole.

The methodology
When I had just started working on CompositionCloud in March 2015, it
was empty, and the first idea I added to it was a simple methodology for
regulating artistic activities, developed with the purpose of creating a basic,
rudimentary link between all the ideas it will contain. Practically speaking,
this methodology can be described in terms of five procedures: adding new
ideas to CompositionCloud, developing existing ideas that are already part of
CompositionCloud, combining existing ideas into new ideas, extracting new
ideas from existing ideas, and sharing ideas.

1. Adding new ideas to CompositionCloud

At the beginning of the project, I was mostly occupied with the first proce-
dure, adding new ideas to CompositionCloud, as with the exception of the
methodology itself CompositionCloud was still empty. The post “new_ideas-
March2015” documents the first 10 brainstorming sessions I had for coming
up with new ideas for CompositionCloud, and figure 1 shows the outcomes of
the first two sessions.6 The titles of the sessions are made up of each session’s

4Such a diagram, dating from 1977, can be seen at http://www.computerhistory.org/
internethistory/1970s/.

5Paul Baran’s paper On Distributed Communications Networks (1962) is often consid-
ered to be the origin of the structure of the Internet. Driven by the Cold War fear of a
nuclear attack, Baran proposed a distributed network topology, in which a network can
continue to function even after part of it has been destroyed.

6See https://ccloudblog.com/2016/10/04/new_ideas-march2015/.
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date (in yymmdd format), focus,7 and duration (randomly selected between
5 and 30 minutes). The ideas written in black are those that were developed
further, and links to their more developed versions as well as explanations of
their role in CompositionCloud are given in “new_ideas-March2015”.

Even now, almost two years later, a considerable number of ideas in
CompositionCloud can still be traced back to these March 2015 brainstorming
sessions. Using the first session as an example: idea 01, “slinky”, is listed as
one of the objects to be placed on the large speaker cone of the self-made
subwoofer with which 2sinNoiseLPFrLFO-sub-Ws was played, and as an
object “capable of producing noise sounds” in objects4JamesSaunders ; idea
03, “a mute as a poetical idea: the struggle between an energy that wants
to erupt and the thing that mutes it” is the origin of the expression “muted
agitation” in iS1 ; and idea 05, “textual collages”, is what often results from
combining imaginary sounds.8, 9

New ideas were also added to CompositionCloud after March 2015 and
were often motivated by stimuli external to it, such as my participation in
different projects, workshops, and other artistic frameworks. As the defi-
nition of ideas in CompositionCloud is so open, anything can be added to
it.

2. Developing existing ideas that are already part of
CompositionCloud

To explain how ideas are being developed in CompositionCloud, several ideas
will be discussed here in more detail. Idea 06, “altered saxophone”, is the
origin of the saxoschlauch, a hybrid instrument made up of a saxophone

7Before each session, I randomly selected whether the ideas are to be limited to a
specific category or topic in advance. Categories were based on arbitrary categorizations
of the possible media of ideas, and topics were derived from random articles, images,
scores, websites, etc. The two sessions brought here as an example are both denoted by
“free brainstorming”, as in none of them the ideas were limited.

82sinNoiseLPFrLFO-sub-Ws is a Max patch made up of a synth, a lighting con-
troller, and a sequencer, originally developed to animate the installation Wechsel-
strom, where it was connected to two self-made subwoofers and five lighting projec-
tors (see https://ccloudblog.com/2016/02/22/2sinnoiselpfrlfo-sub-ws/). The collection ob-
jects4JamesSaunders and what I call imaginary sounds are discussed later in this text (iS1
is an imaginary sound, see https://ccloudblog.com/2015/11/17/is1/).

9At the time, I considered these ideas to be of a different category from their more
developed versions, namely, to be pre-ideas, as apart from being numbered, they have no
titles and often consist of only a single word or at most a single sentence (written here in
quotations marks). At present, however, I prefer to think of them simply as ideas in a less
developed state.
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Figure 1: The outcomes of the first two sessions out of the 10 brainstorming
sessions documented in the post new_ideas-March2015.

mouthpiece and a corrugated insulation tube. Its development can be con-
sidered a linear, collaborative process, in which each stage is an improvement
over the preceding one. Here is its story. First, I asked composer Giovanni
Santini to borrow his saxophone. After telling him about my plans to alter
the instrument, he also gave me a corrugated tube and suggested that I try
to attach the mouthpiece to it. Then, fascinated by the sounds it produced,
I decided to take the idea a step further and to make finger holes in the tube,
and the first experiments in this direction were carried out in collaboration
with saxophonist Patrick Stadler, who also played the instrument in public
for the first time.10 Afterwards, during a presentation I gave about Compo-

10One may take a step backward and ask how idea 06, “altered saxophone”, was selected
to be developed in the first place, or even how ideas are selected to be developed in
CompositionCloud in general. There are two answers to that: first, by intuition — for
example, my fascination with the sound produced by attaching a saxophone mouthpiece
to a corrugated tube — which is regarded in CompositionCloud as the ultimate validation
of every decision; and second, in accordance with the circumstances, which were, in the
case of idea 06, “altered saxophone”, my participation in the summer course of the Tzlil
Meudcan Festival 2015, for which I was asked to write a piece for Ensemble Nikel: Patrick
Stadler (saxophone) and Brian Archinal (percussion). As we all lived at the time in
Basel, Switzerland, and could meet several times before the first scheduled rehearsals
to experiment with alternative instruments, it was reasonable to take advantage of this
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Figure 2: In the left photo is the first version of the saxoschlauch (Patrick
Stadler, Tzlil Meudcan Festival 2015, photo by Vardi Benesh Raviv). In
the right photo is the revised version (Marc Vilanova Pinyol, 10d_6sxsch-
MVP_Wsb12).

sitionCloud in summer 2015, composer Bnaya Halperin-Kaddari suggested
adding a bell to the instrument, and a revised version was designed and
built after working with saxophonists Amit Dubester, Valentine Michaud,
and Marc Vilanova Pinyol, and with the technical assistance of scenographer
and technician Jonas Vogel. Photos of these two versions are shown in figure
2.11

While the saxoschlauch is a good example of a linear development process,
most of the ideas in CompositionCloud are, in fact, developed nonlinearly. In
other words, instead of progressing through sequential steps, multiple varia-
tions of the same idea (or of variations of the same idea) are created, forming
a structure that grows in multiple directions, in which ideas are not nec-
essarily improved, but rather transformed. This is also the case in what I
call diagrams, graphic representations of abstract information that can be
interpreted as sound and music. Idea 09, “images as scores” (see figure 1) is
the first explicit indication of my interest in graphic notation, however, the
notion of the diagram came to me only a couple of days later, in idea 20,
“the many diagrams in the article”, in reference to the diagrams in a more
than 120-year-old, randomly-selected article on Native American anthropol-

opportunity and develop this idea.
11A guide to the saxoschlauch can be found at https://ccloudblog.com/2016/02/14/

saxoschlauch/.
1210d_6sxsch-MVP_Wsb is discussed later in this text.
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ogy. The difference is important: the term image is usually understood as
a representation of the appearance of something; a diagram, on the other
hand, gives an insight into how something works, into how its parts are in-
terrelated.13 The first collection of diagrams I created, diagrams1-7, was
drawn with Adobe Illustrator and consisted of heterogeneous mixtures of
colorful geometric shapes and traced photos,14 which were then developed
in divergent ways: traced photos were developed in the next diagrams in
the series, diagram8, diagrams9, and diagrams10 ;15 and the colorful geomet-
ric shapes were (are being) developed in an ongoing collection of diagrams
titled Illustrator studies, focusing on the specific tools of Adobe Illustra-
tor,16 in which nonlinear development is also explicitly evident at the level
of the individual diagrams. Figure 3 is a scheme demonstrating the develop-
ment process of pen1 and its six variations: pen1v1, pen1v1v1, pen1v1v1v1,
pen1v1v1v1v1, pen1v1v1v1v2, and pen1v2 (the titles reflect the development
process; v stands for variation).17

3. Combining existing ideas into new ideas

Combining existing ideas into new ideas is the most explicit expression of
modularity in CompositionCloud. At the time of writing this text, besides
simple combinations of ideas of the same category (for example, the diagram
pen1v1v1v1polygon1, the combination of the Illustrator studies pen1v1v1v1
and polygon1 )18, combining one or more diagrams with one or more musical
instruments is the most common type of combination in CompositionCloud.
As none of the diagrams are restricted to specific musical instruments, inter-
preting them also requires a decision regarding their instrumentation, which
is, for the resulting music, not less important than the diagrams themselves.
Therefore, in CompositionCloud, a musical interpretation of a diagram is al-
ways a combination of at least two ideas (the diagram and at least one musical
instrument19). This can be done in various ways according to the circum-

13Accordingly, CompositionCloud ’s diagrams, I believe, do not only offer a subjective
stimulation, but also suggest formal structures.

14See https://ccloudblog.com/2015/10/22/diagrams1-7/ and https://ccloudblog.com/
2016/02/12/diagrams1-7-methodology/.

15See https://ccloudblog.com/2015/11/15/diagram8/, https://ccloudblog.com/2016/
08/04/diagrams9/, and https://ccloudblog.com/2016/08/08/diagrams10/.

16See https://ccloudblog.com/category/images/diagrams/illustrator-studies/.
17See https://ccloudblog.com/2016/01/26/pen1/.
18See https://ccloudblog.com/2015/11/22/pen1v1v1v1polygon1/.
19A musical instrument is not just a physical (or digital, in the case of computer-based

musical instruments) object, but also the conception of what can or is to be done with it.
This is especially relevant to self-made instruments, in which objects and materials that
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stances and the skills and preferences of the performers involved. One exam-
ple is 10d_6sxsch-MVP_Wsb, in which 10 different diagrams are interpreted
intuitively one after another on six saxoschläuche of different lengths by Marc
Vilanova Pinyol.20 Another example is pen1v1111-ann_GPVsaxReed_dZH5,
a musical interpretation of an annotated version of pen1v1v1v1v1 (see figure
4), in which annotations were added to the diagram in advance, defining how
the abstract information represented in the diagram is to be interpreted.21

Annotating diagrams adds another layer of modularity, as the same diagram
can be annotated differently (and at different levels of detail), or alterna-
tively, similar annotations may be added to different diagrams. As can be
seen, the titles of the combinations are combinations as well, and are made up
of the titles or the abbreviations of the titles of the ideas that are combined.

4. Extracting new ideas from existing ideas

The modularity of CompositionCloud is reflected also in the fourth proce-
dure, extracting new ideas from existing ideas, which is based on my belief
that there is no such thing as an indivisible idea. Any idea in Composition-
Cloud can be modularized, or to put it differently, considered an implicit
combination from which new ideas can be extracted.22 This does not have
to be done mechanically, and ideas may be transformed through the process
of extraction. An example of that is objects4JamesSaunders-x1, an extract
of the collection of objects objects4JamesSaunders, which was compiled for
a workshop with composer James Saunders at the Hochschule für Musik
Basel on December 8, 2015. Besides being a subset of the original collec-
tion, the objects selected for objects4JamesSaunders-x1 are also arranged in
a particular way and form a compound musical instrument (see figure 5).23

are normally used in one way, are used in others. In practice, these other ways of using
and interacting with the objects and materials are the instruments.

2010d_6sxsch-MVP_Wsb (see https://ccloudblog.com/2016/11/01/10d_6sxsch-mvp_
wsb) is not only a combination of diagrams and musical instruments, but also of the
location where the musical interpretation took place, the Wettsteinbrücke in Basel. A
similar case is the video etv-HK_Rg, in which pianist Helga Karen was recorded practicing
exercises to herself from the collection exploring_the_voice at Reverenzgässlein in Basel
(see https://ccloudblog.com/2016/10/25/etv-hk_rg).

21See https://ccloudblog.com/2016/01/26/pen1v1111-ann_gpvsaxreed_dzh5/.
22The saxoschlauch, for example, is an implicit combination of a saxophone mouthpiece

and a corrugated tube, but also, perhaps, of the more general idea of hybrid musical
instruments, by which it can be linked to other hybrid musical instruments, such as the
pDidgeballoon, an implicit combination of a plastic didgeridoo and a tubular balloon (see
https://ccloudblog.com/2016/01/11/pdidgeballoon/).

23The full list of objects and a guide to the instrument can be found at https://ccloud
blog.com/2016/01/11/objects4jamessaunders/.
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Figure 3: The development process of pen1 and its six variations: pen1v1,
pen1v1v1, pen1v1v1v1, pen1v1v1v1v1, pen1v1v1v1v2, and pen1v2.
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Figure 4: An annotated version of pen1v1v1v1v1.
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Figure 5: A photo of objects4JamesSaunders-x1.

Like objects4JamesSaunders-x1, extracts in CompositionCloud are usually
denoted by adding an x and a serial number at the end of the title of the
idea from which they were extracted.

5. Sharing ideas

Sharing ideas is how CompositionCloud is communicated. In the second post
I published on ccloudblog, “why i stopped writing "pieces"”, I distinguished
between my old conception of “pieces” as complete, autonomous, and time-
less artifacts, and a revised definition of art pieces as “any (artistic) idea or
complex of (artistic) ideas that is shared in social events, via social networks,
or by any other social means”.24 The reason I changed the terms in which
I was thinking, was what seemed to me an inherent contradiction between
my view of art as something ungraspable and indefinable, and the necessity
of bounding ideas (often fetishizing them) when they are to be turned into

24See https://ccloudblog.com/2015/10/04/why-i-stopped-writing-pieces/.
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“pieces”. The solution that I found to this contradiction was to integrate
the term art pieces into the methodology of CompositionCloud as a fifth
procedure: sharing ideas.

Because there are different ways of sharing ideas, each particular way may
be considered to be an idea on its own. An example of that is the notion
of music for oneself, which can be traced back to idea 14, “music for a sin-
gle amateur listener performer”,25 as well as to my belief that art can also
be experienced alone or even just be imagined. This notion was central at
the event that I created for my master’s recital at the Hochschule für Musik
Basel, Music for Oneself, where it was manifested in the form of a mobile
app called MUSIC FOR ONESELF v1 and five “images”: the app, consisting
of 23 short texts arranged in a modular fashion, guided visitors through a
solitary and partially imagined musical experience around the building in
which the event took place, the Jazzcampus of the Musik-Akademie Basel,
giving them instructions for where to go, what to listen to, and what to
imagine, but also allowing them to create their own chain of events, their
own imagined sound story; and the five “images”, an interactive audiovi-
sual installation (d9-tgoc_aCVPsG), a performance (Just Representations? ),
and three videos played on laptops (aLoneTreeReadsImaginarySounds, etv-
HK_Rg, and 10d_6sxsch-MVP_Wsb), provided visitors with the opportu-
nity to reflect on what music for oneself could be.26

MUSIC FOR ONESELF v1 is also related to what I call imaginary
sounds, texts that describe sounds using verbal metaphors, inviting readers
to an imagined musical experience in which they are to use their own musi-
cal imagery to interpret the texts.27, 28 In fact, 14 of the 23 texts of MUSIC
FOR ONESELF v1 are based on my own interpretation of seven imaginary
sounds, transforming them into something less suggestive and more instruc-
tive by replacing the metaphors with concrete descriptions of sounds.29 Two
screenshots of MUSIC FOR ONESELF v1 are shown in figure 6.

Both MUSIC FOR ONESELF v1 and the imaginary sounds reject pas-
sive consumption and require the reader to engage actively in the creation
of the music (even if only in her/his own mind). Similarly, the diagrams
and the self-made musical instruments encourage performers to participate

25See https://ccloudblog.com/2016/10/04/new_ideas-march2015/#150313.
26See https://ccloudblog.com/2016/11/05/music-for-oneself.
27See https://ccloudblog.com/category/texts/imaginary-sounds/.
28Like the diagrams, combining the imaginary sounds with musical instruments can

also result in musical performances. See https://ccloudblog.com/2016/04/14/is1is2is3_
sxsch90a180a220-adavm/.

29A detailed description of the process of creating MUSIC FOR ONESELF v1 can be
found at https://ccloudblog.com/2016/09/24/music-for-oneself-v1/.
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Figure 6: Two screenshots of MUSIC FOR ONESELF v1. The left one shows
the text REAL AND IMAGINED, and the right one shows the options the
reader receives after deciding to proceed to the next text.

creatively in the act of music making rather than simply following a recipe
and executing instructions. The term complex of ideas, mentioned in the re-
vised definition of art pieces given at the beginning of this subsection, reflects
this approach and refers exactly to the moment after the ideas are shared
with the performers and before they are combined. It is defined as “several
ideas that are shared together as a set and are to be combined by their re-
ceivers according to provided guidelines that instruct them what to do with
the ideas and point to a field of possible combinations”.30 Of course, sharing
ideas is also a bilateral activity: by interpreting CompositionCloud ’s dia-
grams on CompositionCloud ’s musical instruments, for example, performers
do not only offer listeners a view into CompositionCloud but also contribute
to the development of the diagrams and the musical instruments themselves
(as was especially evident in the case of the saxoschlauch).31 Accordingly,

30This definition is taken from the post “d1-7_sxschVR-Nikel”, a reflection on the pro-
cess of transforming the complex of ideas that I shared with Patrick Stadler and Brian
Archinal (Ensemble Nikel) into a musical performance. See https://ccloudblog.com/2016/
02/14/d1-7_sxschvr-nikel/.

31Another example is pen1v111pg1_JRpDbCCo4JSxGP2Ks, three musical interpreta-
tions of the diagram pen1v1v1v1polygon1 by Jon Roskilly, Carlota Cáceres, and myself,
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I like to think of CompositionCloud as an open source project: its develop-
ment process is exposed and documented, it is made up of modules (ideas)
that can be developed further and (re-)combined by other musicians, artists,
etc. (either in the spirit of CompositionCloud or not), and all of its digital
content is available online for free.

CompositionCloud as a whole
As a whole, CompositionCloud is the synergy that emerges from the links
that exist between all the ideas it contains. The previous section provided
examples of how the five procedures create such links. Moreover, as the five
procedures are ideas as well, links can be created also between the proce-
dures themselves. (To give an example, developing an idea in collaboration
creates a link between the second and fifth procedures). Furthermore, dif-
ferent ways of adding, developing, combining, extracting, and (as mentioned
above) sharing ideas may also be considered to be ideas on their own, and
accordingly, could be added, developed, combined, extracted, and shared as
well.

At the beginning of this text, the web-based virtual spaces used for stor-
ing, processing, and sharing data, clouds, and even more generally, the In-
ternet, were proposed as metaphors for CompositionCloud. Accordingly, it
might be useful to consider Tung-Hui Hu’s book, A Prehistory of the Cloud,
as Hu seems to undertake there the exact opposite task to what I try to
achieve here. In the introduction, Hu describes the book as an attempt
to examine what occurs in the gap between the real, physical technological
platform of the Internet, that is, the infrastructure, data centers, cables, etc.,
that bring it into existence, and the virtual Internet, that is, our conception
of the Internet as an infinite virtual space, a singular “network of networks”
(“the cloud”, “the Internet”), which resembles more a system of belief than a
cold hard fact, an imagined reality, rather than an actual one.32 Composi-
tionCloud, in a way, is not very different. What we have seen so far — the
individual ideas and the links between them — could be analogous to the
physical infrastructure of the Internet. Our conception of CompositionCloud,
however, like our conception of the Internet, may transcend it: by thinking
of ideas as “living beings”, “beings” that grow, transform, and interact, Com-

in which Jon’s and Carlota’s contribution to CompositionCloud was not only the music
they created with me, but also the annotations they added to the diagram. See https://
ccloudblog.com/2016/01/11/pen1v111pg1_jrpdbcco4jsxgp2ks/.

32See Tung-Hui Hu, A Prehistory of the Cloud (Cambridge, Massachusetts: MIT Press,
2015), p. ix.
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positionCloud has the potential of becoming more than a catalog of “pieces”.
It can point to an ecology of ideas, an abstract system of interrelations, syn-
chronic and diachronic, far away from the concrete realizations of the ideas
“inhabiting” it.

As for this introduction, it is part of CompositionCloud as well, and is to
be seen in terms of the fifth procedure, sharing ideas. Rather than creating
“pieces”, sharing ideas is intended to create “openings”, through which re-
ceivers are invited to enter CompositionCloud and explore it (and eventually
even contribute to it). So is this text.
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